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DirectioTM 3.0 is a comprehensive Sales
Force Management tool, functionally
designed for the  “manufacturer –
distributor – consumer” model of
businesses, where the end customers or
the consumers are faceless.  In this
process of sales, where the end customer
profile is unavailable, the market is
analyzed as segments and their
behavior. It is the efficiency of the sales
process that greatly influences the
purchasing decision of the end customer
or consumer. 
DirectioTM 3.0 thus checkmates
competition by aligning activities of sales
team, warehouses, distributors/dealers
and retailers with the sales & marketing
strategies and goals of an organization
and provides process visibility for
effective control systems. 

 
Key Features 

 
    Align sales plan to distribution and collections.

 
    Identify key business drivers, market wise to

increase market share. 
 
    Key performance Metrics Management 

 
    Capability to manage demand for multiple and

complex SKU hierarchies 
 
    Web based communication from remote

locations. 
 
    Alerts on Mobile phone and email on mission

critical information.  
 
    Provision for standard, customized and smart

reports 
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MARKETING 

Estimate Market Gap 
1. Estimate the projected increase in 

market size to derive the gap 
2. Analyze the past trends to increase 

market share 
Manage Brand 

1. Measure the brand strength region 
wise and devise focused campaign 
and sales promotion 

2. Analyze trend to strengthen brand 
 
Campaign and Promotions 

1. Plan and monitor campaigns region 
wise based on the brand strength 
and positioning strategy 

2. Analyze the response of the 
campaigns and promotions regularly 
to opt out of the ineffective 
campaigns. 

3. Plan sales promotions territory wise 
brand wise based on the brand 
strength 

4. Plan region wise brand wise 
discounts and offers 

5. Design special campaigns and 
promotions for an event. 

6. Simple easy to use view for sales 
force to plan promotional activities 

 
Territory management 
Capture the profile of the territory, the 
key market drivers, competitive activities 
etc. 
 

 
Plan and monitor Sales 

1. Analyze historical sales and market size to make an
effective sales plan & strategy.  

2. Create sales plan distributor or dealer wise. 
3. Match your consumer needs by planning segment wise

brand wise. 
4. Up to date sales of all the brands (to lowest SKU) 

 

Manage Activities 
1. Create objective oriented journey plan for more

effective visits and to optimize on cost 
2. Links expense statements to tour/ activity plan as a

part of control system 
3. Plan, Monitor and Review the activities of sales force

regularly 
 

Streamline Distribution 
1. Create best scenario distribution plan 
2. Synchronize distribution plan to sales plan. 
3. Create dispatch plan for various product mix 
4. Monitor warehouse wise stock levels to prevent “out of

stock” situation

OPERATIONSSALES 

MARKETING 

 
Manage Collections 

1. Asses credit risk. 
2. Monitoring brand wise distributor wise outstanding 

to improve cash flow. 
 

Manage network 
1. Categorize distributors/ dealers on their profit 

contribution 
2. Control the credit limit to ensure timely collections
3. Tabulate trade investment to increase penetration
4. Monitor Day to day sales distributor or dealer wise 

brand wise 
5. Monitor daily sales receipts and stocks warehouse 

wise to lowest level of SKU. 
Manage Competition 

1. Competitor sales, stock and activities 
2. Changes in market behavior 

Keep track of competitions trends and investments. 

OPERATIONS 
The operation module helps to track and monitor day to day operational matters to increase the processes 
effectiveness and improve ROI. This brings in process visibility by helping you to identify the Key Process Metrics or Key 
Performance Indicators and monitor them regularly. 
 

1. Monitor Key Performance Indicators to increase performance and efficiency levels. 
2. Activity based costing to optimize cost on activities within sales process. 
3. Compare the costs & expenses on various heads to plan. 

SALES & DISTRIBUTION


